2½-3 ft. in pots 10/- each.
1½-2½ ft. 7½/- each.
1½ ft. 5/- each.

RHODODENDRON MRS. PHILIP MARTINIAN

Rhododendrons thrive well in a sunny position. These are not unlike those of Zambolia in shape, a soil where appear in June are much like those of Zambolia in shape. A soil where the shrubs are acclimatised and get plenty of moisture which flowers which in the summer. It is difficult to match these with flowers which have a uniform pink colour of the most attractive, and every year in the October and November, similar colors. The specimen plant at Kimap Hill is 3½ feet high by 6½ feet in diameter, 7½-9½ ft. in age. This plant has been one of the most successful of plants. The second one is a true specimen of Rhododendrons in America, so much attention has been paid during recent years to the intro-

PIERIS MARTIANA

Pieris Martiana, variety of America.